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Abstract: The power system is facing numerous issues when the distributed gen-
eration is added to the existing system. The existing power system has not been
planned with flawless power quality control. These restrictions in the power trans-
mission generation system are compensated by the use of devices such as the
Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM), the Unified Power Quality Con-
ditioner (UPQC) series/shunt compensators, etc. In this work, UPQC’s plan with
the joint activity of photovoltaic (PV) exhibits is proposed. The proposed system
is made out of series and shunt regulators and PV. A boost converter connects the
DC link to the PV source, allowing it to compensate for voltage sags, swells, vol-
tage interferences, harmonics, and reactive power issues. In this paper, the fea-
tures of a seven-level Cascaded H-Bridge Multi-Level idea are applied to shunt
and series active filter changeovers to reduce Total Harmonic Distortion and com-
pensate for voltage issues. Despite its power quality capacity for common cou-
pling, the proposed system can inject the grid’s dynamic power. During voltage
interference, it can also provide a piece of delicate burden power. The simulation
is carried out with the help of MATLAB/SIMULINK programming, and the
results are compared to those of other conventional methods.

Keywords: Unified power quality conditioner; photovoltaic; linear predictive
phase composition; total harmonic distortion

1 Introduction

The current power distribution framework is implemented by renewable energy source. The current
distribution framework is implemented using a generation of power gadgets circuits that are delivered in
an explicit synchronized forward distribution framework [1]. In the generation of distribution, the random
load power supply configuration, however, loading power gadgets present numerous power quality issues.
The result of frustration or miss activity of the end-use equipment is something that has demonstrated
non-standard voltage, power, or frequency deflection according to power quality issues [2].

The problem of mitigating power quality in an advanced power distribution framework is rigorous
deployment [3]. The authors have distributed various gadgets for power quality problem-solving in a
distributed framework in the literature. The Shunt Active Power Filter, Series Active Power Filter, and
Unified Power Quality Conditioner (UPQC) are among the most well-known and viable devices for
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power quality problems [4]. Shunt activated power is a strong answer to current quality problems due to the
filter’s unequal load, the nonlinear load, and the current being generated. The shunt activated power filter can,
however, utilize voltage power quality issues that are not viable [5].

The voltage quality contents created by the original disorder’s impact are successfully cleared using a
series active electric filter. Both active power filters are susceptible to either voltage or current quality
issues. UPQC is the undeniable solution to both voltage and current quality issues [6]. UPQC is a half
and the half relationship of shunt and chain-initiated power filters and is planned to cover different energy
quality issues simultaneously. UPQC comprises shunt and chain configuration-related voltage source
converters for continuous connection and distribution network through a unique DC link capacitor. In
UPQC, the current harmonics are reduced using shunt filter, reactive power request response function,
and the DC link voltage of the ideal value [7].

A series of the UPQC directs source voltage aggravations, such as voltage swell, voltage sag, and
voltage harmonics. Most of the topologies in the existing research are made using a conventional two-
level inverter, yet it has an issue that is limited for low voltage application. Accordingly, this work use a
Multi-Level Inverter (MLI) based UPQC framework to conquer the drawbacks of conventional voltage
source inverters. The main objectives of this research work are discussed as follows.

i) To determine the causes and impacts of power quality problems, specifically voltage sag/swell.
ii) This research is there to maintain a constant voltage level of being connected under a critical load

system to the grid.
iii) In this work, high switching frequencies can improve the converter’s efficiency without incurring

significant switching losses.
iv) The novelty of this research work introduces Linear Predictive Phase Composition (LPPC) method

with PV-based multilevel inverter configuration for power quality improvement.

In order to simultaneously correct for voltage and current disturbances in grid systems, this research
offers a new unified power quality conditioning system that is connected to a solar cell and uses a
cascaded multi-level inverter configuration method. The work’s objective is to apply the Multi-level
Inverter Model. Simulations should be run on an 11 kV line, and the suggested approach should
dramatically reduce THD values. The proposed topology may entirely protect basic and delicate loads
against distortions, sags/swells, and break-in feeder systems, as opposed to a typical UPQC. A7-level
inverter UPQC model has been used in this study.

This research work is organized into five sections. The overview of each section is discussed as follows:
Section 1 discusses the introduction about power quality problems and the need for compensating custom
power devices. Section 2 discusses the literature survey for existing power quality enhancement methods.
Section 3 discussed the Power Quality Improvement in UPQC Using Multi-Level Inverter Linear
Predictive Phase Composition Strategy and presented the results. Section 4 discusses the simulation
results and performance analysis of the proposed system with some other existing methods. Section
5 discuss the conclusion and future scope of work [8].

2 Research Background

The power quality guide’s new challenges in the power framework are greatly compelled by the level of
sustainable energy penetration. For example, harmonics, voltage sags, voltage amplitudes, and the last
electric grid problems with undetermined nature and reactive compensation topology, which destabilize
due to frequency quality, all require a grid-related Photovoltaic (PV) generation framework. For reactive
power reward, some analysts require a harmonious withdrawal and a PV [9]. The APF is looking into the
possibility of collaborating on usability. The micro-searching technique APF is used to deconstruct a PV
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framework with a responsive electrical remuneration capability [10]. The authors of focus their harmonized
remuneration capability PV framework on coordinating with the creators' current harmonic filter.It was
determined that incorporating a Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR) into the PV framework is feasible [11].

The author’s in. talk about the utilization of PV incorporated in the distribution organization to the use of
the DVR framework. In the researcher suggests a PV-based DVR using the fuzzy logic controller to ensure
activity in the event of a brief interruption. The authors used PV-based DVR with a fuzzy logic control
method for power quality improvement. The previously mentioned gear regularly focuses on a specific
type of power quality problem [12]. In addition to the progress of various helpless power quality
demands, several severe problems have been introduced by the voltage and current conditioners, such as
the impact compensation, the impact of the association, and the lack of control of the operator’s
combinations. Meanwhile, in terms of the concept of power electronic equipment, conditioning devices
tend to degrade the power quality level. Also, greater access to renewable energy alone carries new
opportunities and more difficulties in power quality [13].

Many specialists commit to coordinated hardware inspection in this unique situation when combined
with shunt APFs for a series of Uniform Power Quality Conditioners (UPQC) while simultaneously
achieving current and voltage defects on good troubleshooting. Subsequently, a significant improvement
is noticed by giving voltage sags/swells, UPQC and broadcast generation, mixing handling of small
interfaces, harmonics, and reactive power problems. In this way, the PV UPQC topology for the
PowerPoint control mechanism is studied. A control method of single-phase with two-stage PV UPQC is
discussed in a three-stage solar-powered PV UPQC topology is a kind of plan and breakdown [14].

In the authors focus on the UPQC-resolving modeling, testing, and three-step simulation PV while
manipulating distorted current and voltage conditions using the UPQC PV. Nevertheless, even though
energy has come to thrive in this field of exploration, there is still an effort to incorporate UPQC into a
start-up solar-based photovoltaic framework. There are still some issues appealing to the brief system.
Most existing kinds of literature have given more attention to DC-bus voltage robustness schemes, more
consideration with radiation fluctuation of solar and grid aggravations under control, modeling, and
control of chain and shunt compensators. In conclusion, some analysts have been progressively focusing
on the DC-bus voltage guide. The creators use a PI controller to balance out the entire DC-bus voltage.
The creators plan to rely on a DC-link power controller sliding-mode control [15]. Recently, there has
been a growth in the use of delicate electronics, and as a result, power quality has taken on more
significance in electrical power systems. The numerous electrical network disruptions (harmonics, voltage
swells, sags, etc.) may cause technical-economic injury that impairs the calibre of the electricity
delivered. In order to reduce such damage, the usage of the Unified Power Quality Conditioner (UPQC)
is a possible alternative [16–18].

3 Proposed Predictive Phase Dispersion Based PV-UPQC Modulation

The structure of the proposed PV-UPQC has appeared in Fig. 1. This is a right shunt structure where the
shunt compensator is at the load side. The series compensator is connected at the grid side. This arrangement
is the most utilized strategy as it accomplishes the development of sinusoidal currents through the series
converter, which accomplishes a lower rating of a series compensator. The shunt compensator works in
the current control mode, making up for the load power quality issues. The shunt converter keeps up DC-
interface voltage and blends active power from the PV gathering. The series compensator works in
voltage control mode and makes up for the association voltage power quality issues, for example,
harmonics and Sags/swells. The PV array is interfaced with the DC-connection of UPQC through a lift
DC-DC converter. The boost converter is accommodated by MPPT check to dispense with the most
outrageous open power from the PV.
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3.1 Modelling and Designing of Cascaded Seven-Level Inverter

Multi-level inverters find their familiarity with improved reliability assets on lower switching losses,
better voltage, harmonic reduction, and lack of acceptance. The clamping method degrades the inverter,
the flying capacitor diode, and the heavy transformer. Then, the Cascade H Bridge MLI has been widely
applied in the RES application for a DC source in particular. The Multi-Level Inverter (MLI)
measurement of the coming steps depends on the H bridge section’s measurement of the waveform. The
multi-Level Inverter does not consistently drop in THD measurements. The staircase waveforms are
directed to the yield voltage, displaying the wavelength and switching of harmonics influences. The
proposed topology scheme includes three DC sources and five switches for direct and current geographic
contrast. It has additional highlights like just two switches leading up to a similar period. Two switches
can be used for the ultra-long curves and three-wave switches for the wave generation. The circuit of the
proposed seven-level inverter is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 1: Block diagram of proposed system

Figure 2: Circuit diagram of Proposed System
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The generalized expression for the number of switches and the quantity of dc sources for the proposed
topology is given by

N ¼ 2 �V� 5ð Þ (1)

where N = number of levels and V = number of switches.

N ¼ 2 � Sþ 1ð Þ (2)

where S = number of dc voltage sources.

The S4 and S5 switches are utilized for reverse polarity, and the leftover switches are utilized to make
levels on both positive and negative to send seven ideal level waveforms. The switching achievement appears
in Table 1.

The relationship between current and DC voltage should be examined to create a representation value for
CHB. In the ith cell (Si), isolating the AC harmonics voltage (VH1) from the dc voltage across the capacitor of
the ith (VI) DC cell reveals the balanced wave.

Si ¼ VH1ð Þ AC
Við Þ DC (3)

dIin
dt

¼ 1

L

�X3

k¼1
Si Við ÞDC � RIin � Vg (4)

d Við ÞDC
dt

¼ 1

Ck
Ipv;i � SiIm
� �

; i ¼ 1; 2; 3 (5)

Find the inverter current and voltage elements from Eqs. (3) and (4). For the liability of multi-level
inverter issue, changeability model phasor of inverter action is used in (5)X3

i¼1
Si Við ÞDC������! ¼ VG þ ixLþ Rð ÞIin! (6)

qi ¼ Iin
!� Vhð ÞAC (7)

VMLI ¼
X1

n¼1
l1sinnhn þ lencosnhn (8)

lodd ¼
4

np

X1
n¼1

Vn
in cos nh1ð Þ þ cos nh2ð Þ½ � . . . :þ cos nh6ð Þ�sin wtð Þ (9)

Table 1: Switching states of proposed system

Switching states S1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0

S2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0

S3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

S4 0 0 0 0 1 1 1

S5 0 1 0 0 0 1

Output voltage 3Vdc 2Vdc 1Vdc 0 -Vdc −2Vdc −3Vdc
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lSeven level ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn

k¼2 ðVMLIÞ2
Vin

s
(10)

where

len = even harmonics, lon = odd harmonics

To compile MLI by switching angle h, the bridge step (n) is utilized and MLI is utilized without showing
even harmonics (μen = 0). The machine’s current and voltage coordination in each MLI design must be a
regulatory gadget for the application to create without displaying even harmonics. With the look at the
proposed switching system, the THD relative voltage with a few explicit tuning sales is restricted and
doesn’t agree with the consistency of necessities and ideal switching points that are evaluated once.
Further, DC voltage coefficients are considered for every harmonic voltage list. As compared with regular
strategies, the proposed PWM methodology acquires low THD. The fundamental obligations of the
proposed switching framework areas are listed below

i) Start
ii) Elimination of n − 1 harmonic request in an n-level inverter is to be done and closed by THD

minimization
iii) Derived THD formula includes n trading edges that lead to more modest inquiry space.
iv) The issue has diverse nonlinear correspondence fundamental to fulfill the change record
v) The ideal exchanging points are evaluated only a single time for all the modification documents.
vi) DC voltage coefficients depend linearly upon the change record and are decided for each M after

evaluating exchanging points.
vii) Stop

The Linear predictive Phase Composition can handle various assortment and unconstrained
advancements that are not sensible for standard upgrade estimations. Such cases fuse issues in which the
objective work is non-differentiable, discontinuous, stochastic, or uncommonly nonlinear. The n-level
inverter topology requires (n − 1)/2 (= N) autonomous DC power supplies, where N is the H-bridges quantity.

The size of free voltage sources is 2 V DC/ (n − 1), with the net dc-interface voltage being Vdc. The n-
level yield voltage, i.e., −Vdc… −2 Vdc/N, −Vdc/N, 0, +Vdc/N, +2 Vdc/N… + Vdc, can be incorporated using a
fitting blend of the switches. The IGBT switches related to the counter equivalent diode are used for high
exchanging frequencies. The voltage worry over the IGBT switches is 2Vdc/(n − 1). The switches on the
same legare proportional. In this assessment, linear predictive Phase Composition PWM exchanging beat
is made and compelled by the proposed Multi-Level inverter’s action. THD can be diminished by
controlling the voltage applied to the door terminal of IGBT by using the proposed controller.

4 Results and Discussion

This section discusses the simulation results and performance analysis of the proposed LPPC controller-
based UPQC system with a seven-level cascaded h bridge inverter configuration. The Simulink parameter is
listed in Table 2.
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The proposed PV, with a seven-level inverter-based UPQC system, is shown in Fig. 3. In this work,
reference voltage and reference current are generated using the unit vector template method. The Linear
Predictive Phase Composition strategy is used to generate the duty cycle for obtaining the MLI output.

The simulation result of the solar PV system is shown in Fig. 4. The maximum voltage of PV is 160 V.
They perturb and observe method-based MPPT is used to obtain the maximum output voltage of PV.

The simulation result of the DC link voltage for the proposed UPQC system is shown in Fig. 5. This DC
link voltage is the input for both series and active power inverters. The constant DC link voltage delivers
better output, but the unequal DC-link voltage does not give better output. In this research, DC link
voltage is maintained constantly at the value of 400 V.

Table 2: Simulation Parameter of Proposed System

Simulation tool Mat-lab 2018

PCC line voltage 440 V, 50 Hz

Rectifier load 14 kW

Dc-link voltage 450 V

Shunt inductor 1 mH

Switching frequency 1–10 Khz

Series inductor 3.6 mH

PV_Voc 450 V

PV_Isc 60 A

Figure 3: Simulink of proposed UPQC
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The simulation result of the proposed cascaded Multi-Level Inverter is shown in Fig. 6. The duty cycle
of MLI is generated using linear predictive phase Composition. The maximum duty cycle’s frequency is
10 kHz, and the simulation output is 440 V.

The simulation result of the source voltage is shown in Fig. 7. This voltage has the sag and swells
response from 0.2 to 0.5 s and 0.7 to 0.8 s, respectively. This sag and swell response is composted using
the proposed MLI-based UPQC configuration.

The simulation result of the load or compensated voltage is shown in Fig. 8. As compared with source
voltage, the proposed UPQCmethod compensates better for the sag and swell response using an active series
filter with the configuration of MLI. The MLI inverter obtains the input voltage from solar.

Figure 4: Simulation result of PV

Figure 5: Simulation result of DC-link voltage

Figure 6: Simulation result of Multi-level inverter
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The simulation result of the load or compensated current is shown in Fig. 9. As compared with the
source current, the proposed UPQC method has a low harmonic response using an active shunt filter with
the configuration of MLI. The shunt active MLI inverter obtains the input voltage from solar.

The simulation result of Total harmonics Distortion in Load voltage for the proposed solar UPQC system
is shown in Fig. 10. This simulation result clearly shows that the proposed system produces the THD less
than IEEE standard and the value of load voltage THD is 1.92% concerning 50 Hz frequency.

Figure 7: Simulation result of source voltage

Figure 8: Simulation result of compensated voltage

Figure 9: Simulation result of compensated current
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The simulation result of Total harmonics Distortion in Load current for the proposed solar UPQC system
is shown in Fig. 11. This THD simulation result clearly shows that the proposed system obtains the THD
below the level of IEEE standard and the value of load voltage THD is 1.26% concerning 50 Hz frequency.

The overall performance Evaluation of the proposed solar-based UPQC with multi-level inverter
configuration is shown in Fig. 12 and Table 3. The proposed LPPC method gives the best results than
traditional (PI, fuzzy, and RDUC) methods because the proposed method uses a multilevel inverter
configuration with a low number of switches then only the performance is improved. For example, the
load current THD and load voltage THD of the proposed LPPC-based UPQC system is 1.26% and 1.92%
respectively.

Figure 10: Simulation result of load voltage THD

Figure 11: Simulation result of load current THD
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5 Conclusion

This research describes a new unified power quality conditioning system that is coupled to a solar cell
and uses a cascaded multi-level inverter configuration system to compensate for voltage and current
disturbances in grid systems at the same time. In this work, the Multi-level inverter model was
implemented, and simulation is done on the 11 kv line, and this proposed method decreases the THD
value phenomenally. Contrasted with a traditional UPQC, the proposed topology can completely
safeguard basic and delicate loads against distortions, sags/swell, and break-in feeder systems. In this
research, a7-level inverter UPQC model has been utilized. The presentation of the ML-UPQC is assessed
under different unsettling influence conditions and it is demonstrated that the proposed ML-UPQC can
compensate sag/swell and interference in compensation. The load current and load voltage THD response
of the proposed system are 1.26% and 1.92%, respectively. Soft computing techniques developed can be
further used in various fields of power system like–power system dynamics & stability, smart grid, power
system state estimation, economic dispatch and optimal power flow.
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